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Overview
• Introduction: goal, sample images, overview approach
• Approach: human detection, character identification
• Results: images, videos
• Closure: conclusion, possible extensions, acknowledgements





• Detecting humans in video sequences and determine their identity
• Type of data: TV-/cinema-style videos, they provide an uncon-
trolled, realistic working environment
• Motivation
– Understand image content
– Applications such as image/video retrieval, automated video
surveillance
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Introduction
Example Images
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Introduction
Approach Overview
(1) Segment the video into shot sequences (data structuring)
(2) Human detection (supervised learning)
(3) Character identification (supervised learning)





• Human detection in images under the following constraints:
– Lateral/frontal
– From closeup to distant view
– Partial occlusion
• Approach:
– Detection of body parts (face, head, head+shoulders)
– Flexible assembly of detected body parts
– Gaussian model for geometric relation between body parts
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Human Detection
Annotation Examples
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Human Detection
Body Part Detection
• Detector introduced by Dalal and Triggs [1] is trained on body
parts
– Detector computes SIFT-like descriptors on a fixed grid and
uses SVMs for learning
⇒ Characteristic structures (esp. edges in images) are abstracted
and learned
• Altogether 6 different detectors: face, head, head+shoulders,
each frontal+lateral
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Human Detection
SIFT-like? – The SIFT-Descriptor [3]
Image gradients Keypoint descriptor
Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by fi rst computing the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint location, as shown on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradientmagnitudes near that direction within
the region. This fi gure shows a 2x2 descriptor array computed from an 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the experiments in this paper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descriptor representation
Figure 7 illustrates the computation of the keypoint descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and orientations are sampled around the keypoint location, using the scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
invariance, the coordinates of the descriptor and the gradient orientations are rotated relative
to the keypoint orientation. For effi ciency, the gradients are precomputed for all levels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. These are illustrated with small arrows at each sample
location on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with ! equal to one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each sample point. This is illustrated
with a circular window on the left side of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaussian window is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with small changes in the position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from the center of the descriptor, as these are most affected by misregistration errors.
The keypoint descriptor is shown on the right side of Figure 7. It allows for signifi cant
shift in gradient positions by creating orientation histograms over 4x4 sample regions. The
fi gure shows eight directions for each orientation histogram, with the length of each arrow
corresponding to the magnitude of that histogram entry. A gradient sample on the left can
shift up to 4 sample positions while still contributing to the same histogram on the right,
thereby achieving the objective of allowing for larger local positional shifts.
It is important to avoid all boundary affects in which the descriptor abruptly changes as a
sample shifts smoothly from being within one histogram to another or from one orientation
to another. Therefore, trilinear interpolation is used to distribute the value of each gradient
sample into adjacent histogram bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is multiplied by a
weight of 1 ! d for each dimension, where d is the distance of the sample from the central
value of the bin as measured in units of the histogram bin spacing.
15
(1) An image region is divided into cells (here 2× 2)
(2) Gradient orientation and magnitude are computed for each pixel
in a cell (here 4× 4 pixel)
(3) All pixels (weighted with a Gaussian) vote into the Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HoG) of their cell
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Geometric Relation between Body Parts
• Model similar to work of Mikolajczyk und Schmid [2]
• On training data and for each body part combination, Gauss
functions are learned for: relative x-/y-position, relative scale
• Detected body parts are assembled based on this model
• Yields a more robust detection





















Face (Frontal) Detection -- Buffy2 Database
face frontal



















Face (Side) Detection -- Buffy2 Database
face side
face side w/combined body parts




















Head (Frontal) Detection -- Buffy2 Database
head frontal



















Head (Side) Detection -- Buffy2 Database
head side
head side w/combined body parts




















Head+Shoulders (Frontal) Detection -- Buffy2 Database
headShoulders frontalRear



















Head+Shoulders (Side) Detection -- Buffy2 Database
headShoulders side
headShoulders side w/combined body parts





• Determine the identity of a person under the following constraints:
– Varying poses, varying perspectives
– A person can change clothes in a video sequence
– Varying environments, varying illumination conditions
• Approach:
– Bag-of-Features (BoF) separately for each detected body part
– Classes for main characters + all others
– Combined codebooks: SIFT and color
– More robust identification by combining probabilistic votes of
connected body parts
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Character Identification
Example Training Images (from Buffy)
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Bag of Features [4, 5]
(1) Feature extraction
• Feature: abstracts the local neighborhood of a point in an
image (we use SIFT, and mean CIEL*U*V* color)
• Given: training images for different body parts (face, head,
head+shoulders) and classes (main characters + others)
• Features are extracted from all images (of certain body part
type) using dense sampling
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Character Identification
(2) Codebook generation
• All features can be seen as a distribution in a high-dimensional
feature space
• A cluster algorithm (we use k-means) groups similar features
together into clusters
• Each cluster corresponds to a visual word, alle words together
represent the codebook





Clustering in the Feature SpaceFeature Extraction
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Character Identification
(3) Classification
• Features are extracted (in the same manner as before) from one
specific training image
• Each feature is assigned to its closest visual word
⇒ All features of an image yield a word histogram (we binarize it)
• Based on the histograms, an SVM learns (and predicts) the class
membership = identity of a person (one-against-one multi-class
SVM, non-linear with RBF kernel)






Histogram Voting Based on ClustersFeature Extraction
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Character Identification
Cluster Examples (Color)
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Character Identification
Cluster Examples (SIFT)
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Character Identification
Combination of Body Parts
• The character identification is more robust if results of connected
body parts are combined
• For each detected body part, a probabilistic vote (containing the
membership probability for each class) is computed
• Combination: mean from all votes, the class with the highest
probability wins
⇒ Accuracy over all classes and all body parts 81.3% w/o combina-
tion 74.4%) (on Buffy data set, leave-one-out cross validation)
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Results (correct)
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Results (incorrect)





• A system for human detection and character identification in
TV-/cinema-style videos has been successfully developed, imple-
mented, and tested
• Approach based on supervised learning methods
• Two main techniques:
– Human detection combines detection of body parts
– Character identification uses a bag-of-features approach
• Very promising results
• Combination of body parts improves results significantly




– Different detection systems for body parts (esp. for body parts
that are less rigid), e.g. based on contours
– Use temporal information in the video sequence
– Additional tracking of detected body parts
• Character Identification
– Different, more versatile clustering methods
– No binary word histograms
– Feature extraction using e.g. interest point detectors
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– Different feature descriptors esp. for color (e.g. Color-SIFT),
but also in general (e.g. SURF)
– Extension for unsupervised learning
• Towards image understanding
– Scenes and environments could be detected with a BoF-like
approach
– Recognized scenes can help to reason on a more semantic level
(e.g. about the interaction between certain characters)
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